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VIÑA ERRÁZURIZ’S ICON WINES AMONG THE
HIGHEST SCORES IN LA CAV MAGAZINE’S 2015
TASTING PANEL GUIDE
Once again, Viña Errázuriz’s scores stand out
amongst Chilean wines ranked by La Cav
Magazine’s Tasting Panel Guide.

Viñedo Chadwick 2013, described as “the iconic Cabernet

Viñedo Chadwick’s high score is closely followed by Viña

Sauvignon from Alto Maipo”, received 97 points, the highest

Errázuriz’s other icons, which also received excellent results:

score of all the icon wines from Viña Errázuriz, and was published

Don Maximiano 2013 (96 points), La Cumbre 2013 (95 points)

on November’s La Cav Magazine’s cover, together with the two

and KAI 2013 (94 points).

other best rated wines.
In an article devoted to the winning labels and entitled “Viñedo
Chadwick: Pure terroir”, Francisco Baettig, head winemaker at
Viña Errázuriz, spoke about the philosophy behind this Cabernet
Sauvignon. “(In Viñedo Chadwick) ...we search for the true
expression of what I consider to be one of the best terroirs for
Cabernet Sauvignon. We vinify with as little intervention as
possible to obtain a classic Cabernet, one that is a reference of
elegance, freshness and depth. There are few places that can
produce a Cabernet like this, and Alto Maipo is one of them. Its
alluvial soil and its relatively fresh climate make a perfect match
that allows obtaining the best expression with this variety”.
For the vinification, Viñedo Chadwick continues with a style of
minimum intervention. “Grapes are still picked by hand in small

*La CAV Magazine's Tasting Panel Guide is published every year selecting the

14 kg boxes and the wine is kept for 22 months in French oak

best Chilean wines in different categories. For the 2016 version more than

barrels. As usual, the style is marked by red fruits, very soft and
fine grained tannins”, stated Baettig. About Viñedo Chadwick’s
2013 vintage, he said “it has very elegant tannins, and it fills the
palate with long and tasty red fruits.”
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1.600 wines of local producers were blind tasted by an expert panel.
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VIÑEDO CHADWICK 2013

DON MAXIMIANO 2013

Garnet-ruby red. Aromas of red currant,

Bright, intense purplish-red. Aromas of

blueberries, blackberries, cherries, plums,

cherries, blueberries, raspberries, and wild

tobacco, and cedar. Tremendous structure

strawberries as well as tobacco, liquorice,

and character on the palate with high

and crème de cassis. Good acidity on the

acidity. Fresh red fruit reappears. Well

palate. Ripe and silky tannins. Delicate and

balanced and silky with firm, ripe tannins

harmonious, with good fruit concentration.

and a long finish.

Spicy with a long, elegant finish.
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LA CUMBRE 2013

KAI 2013

Complex and fruity nose with notes of ripe

Complex and full of spices on the nose, this

blackberries and jammy blueberries. A light

wine shows notes of ripe black fruit and

touch of leather on the backdrop lends

mild aromas of liquor that emerge when

complexity. Medium-high acidity on the

agitating the glass. Considering its variety,

palate. Please development with seldom-seen

its acidity feels medium to high on the

juiciness, young tannins, and good balance.

palate, with young tannins that round off
as they evolve, finishing with candied notes
and ripe blackberries. Great final balance.
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